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Product Synopsis 

 

The UFC is the premier mixed martial arts event in the world. There are no flying chairs 

or unrealistic moves; spectators expect and demand to see true-to-life combat. Ultimate 

Fighting Championship is an ultra realistic, full contact fighting game that brings all 

styles of mixed martial arts together in the Octagon. With incredible deep offensive and 

defensive strategies, players can string limitless combos together and exploit the fighting 

technique that most suits their personal style. Featuring 22 of the UFC’s top fighters, 

gamers will experience the full intensity of this incredible sport where every move has 

real consequences.  
 

 

Game Features 

 

 The only console game with an UFC license.  

 

 The first and only “real” fighter for the console where every move has real 
consequences.  
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 Includes over 20 of the actual, top UFC fighters with all their moves, talents and 
temperaments represented. These athletes are unmistakably some of the most 

accomplished fighters in the world. 

 

 Amazing 3-D engine simulates the excitement of a real UFC fight with over 20,000 

polys pumping through the Dreamcast, both the player and the system are pushed to 

the limit.  

 

 Dynamic Facial Meshing technology allows your UFC fighter to react to the action 
by showing pain, anger, happiness and damage states like swelling and bruises. 

 

 3,000 moves, 1,200 combos, and over 30 mixed martial arts styles and disciplines 
from wrestling to shootfighting.  

 

 Multiple play modes including: Create a Fighter, VS mode, UFC mode, and 
Tournament mode that allows up to 16 players to duke it out till on person wins the 

belt. 

 

 Create a Fighter mode. Create, customize, train and fight your way to be the number 1 

contender, take the championship title, and then defend your belt before you can 

retire your custom character. 

 

 All the excitement of the real UFC television presentation, Not only the real fighters 
but also the artwork, theme music, Bruce Buffer, Big John McCarthy and all the 

fighters doing interviews just like at a real televised UFC match. 

 

 


